Press Release

Govern 365 is now available on
Microsoft AppSource
Milpitas, California, USA — October 1, 2019 — Netwoven Inc., a Microsoft Gold partner and a leader in technology
consulting services has today announced the availability of its Office 365 governance application, Govern 365 on

Microsoft AppSource, an online marketplace for business apps. Users can opt for a free trial option on AppSource
to start using the application. In addition to AppSource, the application is also accessible from Azure Marketplace,
an online store that sells applications and tools designed to integrate with the Azure public cloud.
Govern 365, a cloud governance tool, was originally launched last year to help organizations effectively manage

their Office 365 tenants. With Govern 365, users can easily implement governance processes, prevent Office 365
groups and sites sprawl, automatically dispose of unused containers and effectively provision containers with
appropriate security and compliance polices. As a result, organizations can
•

Enhance team collaboration and productivity

•

Reduce compliance risk

•

Increase ROI of Office 365

“Organizations around the globe are gaining tremendous value from moving to Office 365. That value however,
comes with some of its own considerations. Interest in appropriate governance for Office 365, especially to help with

limiting content sprawl, is skyrocketing as administrators and service owners grapple with how best to unlock the
productivity potential of the Office 365 platform.” – said Andrew Sutton, product manager, Govern 365. For
additional information about Govern 365, interested users may reach out via email at info@govern365.com or
visit www.govern365.com

About Netwoven
Netwoven Inc. is a fast-growing consulting and systems integration company intensely focused on helping
customers gain competitive advantage by exploiting all forms of enterprise information. Led by business and
technology experts, Netwoven has executed high impact programs and established a strong reference client base.
Our solutions help customers achieve higher productivity, greater collaboration and deeper insight. For more
information, visit www.netwoven.com or email info@netwoven.com
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